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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
Origami has many collaborators back in Japan.
Some help with the stories you read in these pages,
others help with the photographs. Some are also
spreading the word about our magazine. One
of them runs a company called “Tabi to Heiwa”
(Travel and Peace). The creator‘s intent for the
company stemmed from his vision of a world where
travelers help bring about a peaceful world. There
are countries out there engaged in battles that
have long since lost their purposes. We will never
understand the complexity of the circumstances for
those involved, but travelers, who know the better
side of each other, can mediate and end some of
those fights. Travel and travelers have the power to
do that.
I would like to help develop this media in that
same spirit. People are less likely to attack other
people whose culture and history they know well.
We want more people to learn about Japan, and
conversely we want to learn more about the world.
Even while we were distributing this magazine at
Seattle’s anime convention Sakura-Con, irreversible
destruction had been taking place somewhere in
the world, set on repeat.
There’s still a lot of space in this world that
can use a ramen shop. Forget about missiles; we
should sit side by side and eat ramen.
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F E AT U R E

THE HISTORY
OF RAMEN

In Japan, it is said that when two strangers run out of things to
(pig bone) ramen, it became a huge hit and spread throughout the
say to each other, asking, “What’s your favorite type of ramen?” will
Kyushu region.
spark a conversation for at least 30 more minutes.
In 1955, a ramen shop called Ají no Sanpei in Sapporo,
For instance: “I like shoyu tonkotsu, with thick niboshi soup,
Hokkaido, ended up with a new ramen thanks to a nagging
flat curly noodles, roast pork and extra menma!”
customer. The customer, a regular at the ramen shop, insisted that
“Well, I like mine salted, heavier on the shrimp flavor, straight
the owner put some noodles in miso soup—which he did—but it
and extra thin noodles, with boiled chicken and mizuna lettuce!”
didn’t taste good. So the owner decided that he would cook up a
That may not have made any sense to you.
good bowl of miso-flavored ramen. After many tries, the owner got
But the Japanese take their ramen very seriously. Why? Here’s a
it right and created the first bowl of miso ramen. This was how the
breakdown of Japan’s ramen history.
four major categories of ramen—shoyu, shio (salt), tonkotsu and
Ramen has been dubbed the meal of the Japanese people. Its
miso—were born.
history, however, is surprisingly shallow. According to documents,
In the 1990s, however, a whole new ramen trend emerged. This
the former Vice Shogun Mito Mitsukuni sampled Chinese noodles
one featured seafood-based broth made from niboshi, bonito and
made from wheat and the flour of lotus root in 1665. This would
prawns, spiced with soy sauce, salt and miso. The broth is thereby
never spread to the general public. About 220 years later during the
robust, and rich with seafood flavor, and yet the ramen has a light
Meiji era, immigrants from China founded
enough mouth that made it a hugely popular
Chinatown and began to ser ve Chinese
ramen with female diners.
RAMEN CHEFS ARE LIMITED
noodles in a lightly salted broth that was
Furthermore, in the 2000s, a broth that
called nankin soba. But these purely Chinese
O N L Y B Y T H E I R I M A G I N A T I O N blends both meat and seafood, called “W
noodles didn’t catch on with the Japanese
Soup,” made an appearance. The rich soup of
and they never became popular.
I N T H E I R P U R S U I T O F A U N I Q U E pig bones, chicken and seafood has a unique
Then, in 1910, ramen made its debut
taste like no other and continues to attract
at Rairaiken, a new ramen shop in Asakusa, B R O T H T H E Y C A N L A Y C L A I M T O mainstream appeal.
Tokyo. What used to be a light salt-based
Ramen chefs are limited only by their
broth was transformed at Rairaiken into deeper flavored soup that
imagination in their pursuit of a unique broth they can lay claim
drew its essence from pig bones and chicken, and with the addition
to, so they can boast, “Our soup is (insert ingredient here)-based!”
of soy sauce, Japan’s staple spice, chuka soba noodles were born. The
Some broths have been concocted out of various combinations of
condiments at the time were roast pork, menma (bamboo shoot
ingredients, while others were created around one main ingredient.
boiled in sweet and spicy sauce) and green onions—nearly identical
Either way, the ramen soup continues its evolution.
to and thereby a prototype of the ramen offered today.
When it comes to the type of noodles themselves, choices are
That’s right, ramen‘s history in Japan is only about 100 years
not limited to thick, thin, curly and flat, but where they are grown
old. But ramen goes through dramatic changes during these 100
and how they are blended. (Some shops knead their own noodles on
years. The shoyu-flavored ramen born in Tokyo, along with salt
site!) With regards to toppings, shops offer their own specialities in
flavored ramen, would proliferate throughout the nation, but
addition to the usual staples.
eventually, every region came up with its own variety of ramen.
The more you pursue your favorite type of ramen, the more
In 1947, the owner of Sankyu ramen shop in Fukuoka, Kyushu,
labyrinthine the experience becomes.
fell asleep while preparing the soup. The pig bone broth overcooked
Discovering your own choice of ramen is no longer just a Japanese
and turned the soup white. But in taste-testing the mistake, the
adventure; it is happening now in America, Europe and Asia.
owner discovered the soup to be delicious. Marketed as tonkotsu
Perhaps it’s time for you to step into this delicious maze?
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SHOYU RAMEN
In Japan, the word “ramen” usually refers to this soy sauce
ramen.
Its soup is based on pork, chicken or vegetable soup stock
with the addition of soy sauce. It has a sharp and clean flavor
and is usually paired with thin or medium-thick noodles.
Tokyo is considered the home of shoyu ramen, but this
type of ramen is recreated all over the country.
With shoyu ramen in Hokkaido, where temperatures can
drop steeply, oil is added in greater quantities. In Tohoku, the
famed ramen with the jet black soup is made from dark and
thick soy sauce—a local specialty. The ramen broth in Kyoto is
famous for being thick and is in fact considered the thickest in
the country.

Charsiu pork

Menma

Slices of pork marinated with spices
and roasted. Some are boiled in spices.

Food-grade bamboo shoots that have
undergone lactic acid fermentation
and are pickled in salt. They are later
softened in water and boiled in sweet
and spicy sauce.

Nori

Green onions

Seaweed that’s been stretched really
thin and left to dry. It can be lightly
broiled to draw out its flavor and
dropped atop a bowl of noodles.

Used as color. Boiled spinach is used
at times.
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SALT RAMEN
Salt is added to pork, chicken, or vegetable soup
stock, and is characterized by a light and subtle flavor.
The broth is usually paired with thin and straight
noodles.
Because of its simple flavor, many ramen shops are
particular about the salt they use. Chefs may opt for
natural locally sourced salt, Himalayan or European
salt. The soup is generally clear, but some types are
cooked in chicken bones for many hours that result in
a creamy broth called Paitan soup. Another popular
version of the salt ramen is called Tanmen, which is
topped with a meat and vegetable stir fry.
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Boiled egg

Vegetables

Egg boiled in spices. Known for having a deep
and savory flavor.

Stir fried or boiled vegetables.

Seafood
Salt-based soup goes well with seafood. The usual toppings are cooked
prawn, squid, or shell fish.

MISO RAMEN
Miso is added to a pig-bone or vegetable soup stock.
The juices extracted from the pig bones mix with the miso to
concoct a thick soup with tons of umami. Also, miso erases
the smell of pork bones and makes it easier to consume. This
soup is a good match with thick and curly noodles that can
“catch” the broth.
Each region in Japan produces its own specialty miso
that gets used in the various miso ramen out there. In Nagano
Prefecture, the spicy Shinshu miso is featured in the Shinshu
Miso Ramen, whereas in Aichi Prefecture, the sweet Hatcho
Miso is used for the Hatcho Miso Ramen. The light Mugi
Miso in Kyushu is behind the Mugi Miso Ramen.

Vegetables
Corn and boiled bean sprouts are popular toppings.

Butter
A popular topping, butter with miso is a
match made in heaven.
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TONKOTSU
RAMEN

Kikurage

Red ginger

A type of mushroom with a slightly
crunchy texture.

Raw ginger with red color additive.
A great counterbalance for the thick
Tonkotsu soup.

Sesame

Green onions

A indispensable topping for boosting
the scent of pig bone soup.

Top with generous portions of Kyushu-grown green onions.

Pig b ones are b oile d for many hours to relea se a
gelatinous substance that forms the base for a creamy broth.
This soup is often paired with extremely thin and straight
noodles, which—if you’re a connoisseur—you want boiled to
al dente perfection. Another way to eat this bowl is to finish
all the noodles first, then add another serving of noodles in a
system that exists just for Tonkotsu called “Kaetama.”
The Tonkotsu has a unique aroma. Some say the stronger
the aroma the better, while others beg the opposite. Which is
why, some Tonkotsu noodles are prepared carefully to remove
the scent.
P h o to b y H a k a t a N i t a r o
A d d r e s s : 2−14 K i t a h a r a - m a c h i , A m a k u s a c i t y,
K u m a m o to 8 6 3 - 0 0 4 9
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CUP NOODLE
CURRY
First, curry lovers should grab the Cup
Noodle Curry, a big seller in Japan. It’s
creamy and delicious. The curry flavor
is mellow but still full enough to make
you forget that you are eating instant
noodles … at least for awhile. It costs a
dollar or $1.50 more than the usual Cup
Noodle, but it’s worth it. Some stores
have had trouble keeping it in stock.

Feel like splurging but on a very
tig ht budg et ? Tr y up g rading your
instant ramen choices. Spending $1.29
on a package of noodles instead of
the usual quarter can make all the
difference.
High-end instant ramen is
trending in Japan. Ichiran, the popular
ramen chain mentioned later in this
feature, may have the ultimate instant
ramen meal : It sells Ichiran Ramen
Curly Noodles for anywhere from $5 to
$8 a pack, depending on where you buy
them.
But if you don’t feel like ordering
your instant noodles from Amazon and
just want to swing down to the local
Uwajimaya or other grocery store, we
have a couple suggestions for you.
Just like with ramen you order in
a restaurant, there’s no “best” instant
ramen. It’s all subjective, but there’s
no doubt that the flavor profiles of
these inexpensive packets of food have
developed enormously in recent years,
giving us budget-conscious consumers
a lot more to choose from. Walk down
the aisles of your local Uwajimaya and
grab a couple $1.50 or $2 packets of
instant ramen one of these days. You’ll
be glad you did.

NISSIN
RAOH
You can find miso, tonkotsu and shoyu
offerings under this brand. We went for
the shoyu, which was just under $2. It’s
a bargain for the taste. The key to this
package may be the noodles, which
aren’t fried first like noodles in most instant ramen packages. Nissin air-dries
the noodles in the Raoh series, giving
them more life when mixed in with the
broth, which was surprisingly rich and
had a hint of umami.

MYOJO
CHUKAZANMAI
This soy-flavored package came in at
about the same price as our other two
recommendations. The soup has a
slight oyster flavor reminiscent of Chinese cuisine. The package comes with
two types of flavoring packets. One
contains the typical powdered seasonings, but the other contains what the
company calls “liquid seasoning” and
contains oils that give the soup some
pizzazz. It makes a very nice snack.
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HOW TO EAT

RAMEN?

Some of you may know the 1985 movie about ramen called “Tampopo” by
director Juzo Itami. It’s a masterpiece that was re-released for the first time
in over 30 years in more than 60 theaters across the United States. There’s
a scene in the movie where an elderly gourmand, whom everyone calls
“sensei,” expounds on the proper way to eat a bowl of ramen. It is a bit of
an exaggeration, but we’d like to revisit the sensei’s points here because it
perfectly illustrates the love the Japanese have for their bowl of ramen.
1. When the ramen is brought to you, behold the overall
bowl, and comprehend it in its entirety.

5. Alternate each bite between the noodles and the
bamboo shoots.

2. Gently stroke the noodles with the tip of your chopsticks.
3. Lightly poke at the slices of roast pork, then pick
them up with your chopsticks and transfer them to
the upper right-hand corner,
pressing them down gently
into the broth. Say, “I will
come to you later” to the
pork, silently to yourself
with your heart.

6. Drink the soup. Do not
use the provided spoon.
Bring your mouth to the rim
of the bowl and take three
straight gulps.
7. Eat the roast pork. Don’t forget
to tap the pork against the bowl to
shake off excess broth. From there,
consume your ramen as you wish.

4. Start eating the noodles. The important thing here is to
constantly direct a loving gaze toward the roast pork.

This may sound ridiculous, but many ramen lovers in Japan imitated
this Tampopo style of consuming ramen at some point.
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One does not have to go that far to enjoy a bowl of ramen. We will turn to Ivan Orkin for tips
on how to do just that. Orkin, a New Yorker, moved to Japan to seek a ramen apprenticeship
and eventually opened a ramen shop in Setagaya in 2007. Ivan Ramen serves authentic bowls
of ramen and attracts long lines of people. Owing to Ivan Ramen’s huge success, he opened
a second shop. In 2012, he opened two branches of Ivan Ramen in New York, hoping to
bring the authentic taste of ramen back to his hometown. These ramen shops have also been
successful. Here are Orkin’s tips on how to enjoy a bowl of ramen.
1. Don’t spend 40 minutes eating your ramen.
Many people spend 20 – 40 minutes finishing a bowl of ramen. The soup will get cold and the noodles will start absorbing the
broth and become gooey. This just takes away from its deliciousness. Ramen is to be eaten in about 10 minutes. Remember,
it’s fast food.

2. Learn how to use the chopsticks and the soup spoon!
So, how does one eat faster? It is best to use chopsticks and the spoon, not the fork. You may resist the idea of lifting the noodles up to your mouth with the chopsticks and downing them with a giant slurping sound. If that’s the case, fill up the spoon
with a serving of noodles with a topping or two and consume them directly from the spoon. Don’t waste your time here; form
an “O” shape with your mouth the way you drink your morning coffee and eat.

3. Do not try to look pretty when eating ramen.
This is the most important point when eating ramen. It’s all about enjoying the experience of eating ramen, not how you look
when you’re doing it. Stop worrying about your facial expression or appearance while you’re eating. You may think it’s not
sexy with soup and grease splattered all over your face, but there’s a pretty good chance the person sitting next to you is in
the same boat.

For more details, check out Ivan Orkin on YouTube. Search for “R AMEN: You’re Eating It Wrong / Lessons from Ivan Ramen”
h t t p s : / w w w.y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h? t i m e _ c o n t i n u e =7& v = G u 6 S C 8 vA B g k
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THE LATEST RAMEN

Ichiran no mori

Ichiran no mori

ICHIRAN
I n N e w Yo r k , I c h i r a n r u n s r e s t a u r a n t s
in both Manhat tan and Brooklyn.
ht tps: //en.ichiran.com/shop/map -usa.html
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Ichiran is Japan’s most popular purveyor of tonkotsu ramen. The reason? It uses
only natural ingredients and the latest technology to make its soup, and the odor so
often associated with the pork-bone broth is completely eliminated. People turned
off by the usual pork-bone odor gobble up this ramen without hesitation. Another
unique feature at Ichiran is the private booth seating, known as the “taste-intensive
counter,” where each customer has walls to either side, and a curtain in front. This
system was dreamed up so that diners could be alone with their bowl of ramen—
no distractions get between them and the noodles. This might seem a little lonely
for couples and families who come to dine, but it has proven very popular because
everyone gets to fully enjoy their ramen.

G EN EI
4 - 5 -7 R o p p o n g i , M i n a to W a r d , To k y o

TRENDS FROM

JAPAN

Genei is the most popular shop in Tokyo’s
trendy Roppongi neighborhood. Step inside and
you soon see that this is no ordinary ramen shop.
A different world spreads out before you. The
futuristic design uses sharp angles, mirrors on
the walls and flashing blue lights. “We wanted
to create a space that wasn’t ordinary, where you
could take a date,” says Chef-owner Hideki Irie.
Not to be missed is the odorless tonkotsu soup
with thin noodles that provide a subtle, delicate
taste. Resting on top the soup is Black Iberian
pork of the very best Bellota variety, grilled in
homemade XO sauce. Finally, dried shrimp or
scallops in XO sauce sit at the bottom of the
ramen bowl. As you slurp your noodles and drink
your soup, the taste of the soup begins to change,
given you a nice surprise at the end.

SOR YU TOG OKUDO
7 -17 -16 R o p p o n g i , M i n a to W a r d , To k y o

This is the restaurant actor Keanu Reeves dines
at when he comes to Tokyo. The most popular dish
here is the tantanmen, which uses sesame paste in
its soup. This spicy ramen also uses togarashi (red
pepper) oil to up the ante. Spicy ramen is popular
in Japan, and this shop’s burai tantanmen (loosely
translates as “hoodlum’s noodles”) is known for
being about as spicy as a bowl of noodles can get.
Try if you dare.
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SEATTLE’S RAMEN RENAISSANCE
It wasn’t long ago—five years, maybe?—that the word on
the streets of Seattle was that to find really good ramen,
you needed to head north on I-5 and keep going until you
reached Vancouver. Those days are long gone, thank goodness. Seattle is a veritable treasure trove of ramen choices
these days. You can find Kyoto ramen, Hokkaido ramen,
Kyushu ramen, original PNW ramen. You name it, Seattle’s
ramen restaurants probably have it. Here’s a quick guide to
some of the most delicious bowls in the Puget Sound area.

YOROSHIKU
Ready for a little ramen adventure? Yoroshiku in Wallingford is all about originality, and its ramen
selections are no exception. The house favorite, Fisherman Ramen, is topped high with local
clams, octopus, salmon and scallops, all soaking in a delicious miso broth. Its Wagyu Ramen
features medium-rare Japanese beef in a shoyu soup. Another offbeat but delicious offering
is the Umami Dashi Ramen, the go-to choice for pescatarians because the broth is made from
scallop dashi stock. Of course, the traditional Shio, Shoyu and Miso bowls are also delicious. And
remember, Yoroshiku is about so much more than ramen. Try the omakase course dinner for just
$35. Every night is different, but it always ends with a steaming bowl of ramen.

SANTOUKA
Santouka began in Asahikawa, Hokkaido. It came to Bellevue about four years ago, and now operates a store
in University Village. The ramen is straightforward and delicious. The tonkotsu soup is made from pork bones
simmered for about 20 hours, giving the broth a rich depth. Special donburi bowls that are smaller than average ramen bowls help keep your soup warm longer, and the soup is seasoned lightly so that you can drink it
to the last drop. Try the signature Tonkotsu Shio Ramen.

ARASHI RAMEN
Arashi’s tonkotsu broth is made by simmering various pork bones and
water for 16 hours, which might just be the longest simmering broth
around. The creamy soup and melt-in-your-mouth chasu pork provide
a satisfying meal for this restaurant chain’s offerings. Arashi serves ramen in Ballard, Edmonds and near Southcenter Mall. We recommend
the Black Garlic, the Spicy Miso or the Tantan Men.
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RAMEN MAN
Of all the ramen restaurants in Seattle, Ramen Man looks the
most like a shop pulled from the streets of Japan. It’s bigger
than a yatai cart, but it has the same atmosphere. Ramen Man
serves paitan ramen, a type of ramen that features cloudy
soups rich in collagen. The soup is milky-white and delicious,
using every bit of the chicken but the head. The team wakes
early each day to start the soup so that it will be just right for
dinnertime. Some may confuse the paitan ramen for tonkotsu,
made with pork bones, but Ramen Man’s soup is a little mellower and subtle. The bowls at Ramen Man are a deal: most
are $10 or less. Plus, the restaurant offers all you can eat softboiled eggs. No one need leave hungry!

TEINEI
Watch the noodles being hand-rolled at Teinei. That’s what gives this
South Lake Union store’s ramen the edge. Owner Minoru Ido had the
foresight to bring a noodle-making machine from Japan so that the
restaurant could offer high-quality noodles on a consistent basis. Noodles can be fickle, changing with the humidity, and some flour can soak
up water while other types don’t. By making all the noodles in house,
Teinei is able to troubleshoot on the spot. That’s why its ramen noodles
are second to none in Seattle. We recommend the Shoyu Ramen.

KIZUKI

TENTENYU
Tentenyu in Capitol Hill specializes in Kyoto-style ramen. This
restaurant’s roots reach all the way back to Ichijoji in Kyoto,
known for fierce competition among the many ramen shops.
Tentenyu is one of the oldest shops still in business there. Its
soup uses more chicken than most places, reducing the meaty
smell of some tonkotsu and making for a smooth broth.

This Bellevue-based chain has
been serving Tokyo-style ramen
in the US with great success. It
has stores in Seattle, Portland,
Chicago and Indiana. One of the
secrets to its success is that Kizuki imports from Japan whenever
local ingredients aren’t up to its
standards. The balance between
going local and going authentic
can be difficult. Kizuki’s approach
is to bring Seattle the most authentic Japanese ramen it can. If
you like garlic, we recommend the
Garlic Tonkotsu Shoyu Ramen, an
extra-rich bowl of noodles.

U:DON
Had your fill of ramen? Seattle is home to two authentic udon noodle
shops: U:Don in the University District caters to the UW crowd, while
the Capitol Hill U:Don offers a happy hour and a full menu of beer, sake
and wine. The noodles are made in-house on a machine imported from
Kagawa, the udon capital of Japan.

Original ramen from the
Hokkaido crew at Yoroshiku
Keisuke Kobayashi and the crew at Yoroshiku izakaya in Wallingford
come up with some of the most creative ramen dishes in the city. The
most popular turns out to be Fisherman Ramen, made for the Shellfish Showcase, a local restaurant promotion event, a few years ago.
The Fisherman Ramen features noodles in a miso broth and a generous
heap of local clams, octopus, sockeye salmon and scallops. It’s more
gourmet than fast food, but the noodles should still be slurped and the
soup drank until the last drop.
Another innovative twist on traditional ramen is the Wagyu Ramen.
We hear the word “wagyu” thrown around a lot, but Yoroshiku features
the real deal, A5-grade Japanese beef, meaning it is 100% wagyu. The
medium rare slices sit on a shoyu broth. This bowl is also very popular
with the Yoroshiku clientele.
Pescatarians will appreciate the Umami Dashi Ramen, which features bonito, kelp and a scallop dashi stock, topped with slices of tuna
sashimi. No chicken or pork stock is used in this one.
Of course, Yoroshiku excels at the good ole traditional bowls too. The
Shio, Shoyu or Miso bowls all come with two slices of chashu pork,
bamboo shoots, mizuna (Japanese mustard greens), roasted seaweed
and a soft-boiled egg. Its Veggie Ramen takes out the chashu pork and
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puts in organic tofu and mushrooms instead (and of course, uses an
all-vegetable soup.)
If you are on a date or just want a more memorable meal, go for the
omakase dinner, which for $35 is one of the best deals in town. This
four-course meal changes all the time, depending on the current inspiration of Chef Koichi Homma, but it always consists of an appetizer, a
fish plate, a meat plate and a bowl of ramen. Tell Chef Koichi your likes
and dislikes, and he’ll tailor the meal to you. He’s a whiz in the kitchen
and enjoys the challenge of responding to guests on the fly.
For bigger parties, consider renting out part of Yoroshiku for your own
private shindig. The restaurant is designed in a way so that the bar section can be turned into a private party without affecting the dining room.
Yoroshiku hosts sake tasting, corporate functions and large get-togethers in the space. Check out the restaurant’s Facebook page for details
on upcoming events and specials.
Yo r o s h i k u
19 11 N o r t h 4 5 t h S t r e e t
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 10 3
P h o n e: ( 2 0 6 ) 5 47 - 4 6 4 9
Email: yoroshikuseat tle @gmail.com
w w w.y o r o s h i k u s e a t t l e . c o m

CAFÉ

Kyoto’s 300-year-old teahouse
I p p o d o Te a & K a b o k u Te a r o o m
Te r a m a c h i - d o r i N i j o , N a k a g y o - k u , Ky o to 6 0 4 - 0 9 15
P h o n e: + 8 1 7 5 - 211 - 3 4 21
W e b s i te: h t t p : / / w w w. i p p o d o - t e a . c o . j p / e n /

Ippodo Tea opened in Kyoto in 1717. The store was originally
called Omiya because the founder, Rihei Watanabe, was from the
Omi area. In 1846, Prince Yamashina gave it the name Ippodo with
a wish that the store maintain the highest quality tea for generations
to come.
Ippodo’s main shop, located in a quiet neighborhood of Kyoto,
offers a wide variety of tea, from matcha powder to teabags. Ippodo
is considered by many to be one of the best tea purveyors in the
world. There are four different types of tea sold at the store: matcha,
gyokuro, sencha and bancha. Each type of tea has several options to
choose from, just like coffee. If you do not know much about tea,
talk to one of the friendly staff members. They are knowledgeable
and ready to offer samples to help you find the right tea. Most of
the employees speak English.
The store offers tea in to-go cups if you like to stroll the streets
of Kyoto sipping Ippodo’s high-quality tea. But if you can, visit the
Kaboku Tearoom inside the store. The tearoom is unique because
you prepare your own tea except with matcha, which is made with
whisks. Kaboku Tearoom’s staff members are very friendly and will
assist you in brewing the tea the right way. Each table has a clock
with a second hand so you can time how long your tea leaves steep
in water. Ippodo staff will teach you how many seconds makes the
best brew for the tea you choose.
Your tea comes included with a seasonal Japanese confectionery
prepared by one of the many sweet shops in Kyoto. The tasty
confectioneries are reasonably priced, selected and prepared based
on the season, so each day the offerings change.

Kaboku Tearoom ser ves matcha as koicha (thick tea) and
usucha (regular tea). Many tearooms and cafés serve usucha in
Kyoto, but it is rare to find one that serves koicha. The koicha at
Ippodo is so thick the tea does not move much when you tilt the
tea bowl. After you finish your cup of koicha, the waitress takes
the bowl away and brings back a cup of usucha prepared with the
remains of your koicha.
Once you have leaned how to brew the tea, you can enjoy the
rich and fragrant tea available at Ippodo at home as well. Enjoy a
quality pot of tea in a quiet tearoom at one of the best tea purveyors
in Kyoto.

Ramen Man:
A ramen shop
for everyone
With so many choices facing ramen fans these days, there is one you
definitely shouldn’t miss: Ramen Man in Wallingford, which serves a
soup popular in Japan but rarely seen in the greater Seattle area. Ramen Man serves tori-paitan style ramen, which creates a milky soup
that is rich in collagen. This chicken-based broth is less intense than the
more prevalent pork-based tonkotsu broth. It doesn’t have the smell of
tonkotsu, either.
Ramen Man’s chef is Toru Imazato. He wakes up early each morning
to prepare the soup for that evening, toiling over the soup to get it just
right. We recommend the Garlic Shoyu Ramen, which uses mayu
garlic oil from Kumamoto Prefecture. Regular white garlic burns easily,
buy mayu is a burnt oil condiment drizzled on ramen. It’s amazing.

“I want Ramen Man to be a place anyone can
come into without a worry.” — OWNER YUTA SUGIMOTO
Ramen Man opened four years ago. At that time, it had a Japanese
chef make its soup. Imazato has tweaked and adjusted that soup over
the years, and the result is a decidedly flavorful yet mellow broth
that is unique to Ramen Man.
When Imazato is not toiling over the soup or serving bowls to guests,
he’s apt to be fly-fishing, sipping whiskey or going to the movies. If you
share any of these likes. you’ll have no trouble striking up a conversation. But for the most part, he doesn’t like to stand in the limelight. His
New Year’s resolution a few years back was to be more “innocuous.”
But his dedication to craft is second to none. Ramen Man’s tori-paitan
soup offers a subtle twist on the everpresent tonkotsu and is a welcome addition to Seattle’s ramen landscape.
Ramen Man, which sits next door to its sister, Issian, is completely
unpretentious and cozy. Inside the curtains, you’ll find a few seats at
the counter. A bowl of soft-boiled eggs awaits the guests. They are
free—you can eat as many as you want. Owner Yuta Sugimoto says he
wants people to feel at home here. To help, he’s kept the prices lower
than just about any other ramen restaurant in town. Many of the dishes
are less than $10.
As Seattle gets more and more styles of ramen, don’t overlook the
delicious tori-paitan soup at Ramen Man, one of the early pioneers in
Seattle’s ramen revolution.

Ramen Man
16 16 N . 4 5 t h S t r e e t
S e a t t l e 9 8 10 3
P h o n e: ( 2 0 6 ) 2 5 8 - 2 9 5 9
w w w. r a m e n m a n s e a t t l e . c o m
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F E S T I VA L WAT C H
Japan is well-known for its festivals and each month we will highlight an
upcoming celebration. Mark your calendar!

Takaoka Mikurumayama Matsuri
At this festival you will see seven beautifully decorated floats known as Mikurumayama. Each of the floats
belongs to one of the seven local boroughs called “Yamacho,” which safely keeps and decorates the floats in
their own fashion. These beautiful floats each boast in
detail many of Takaoka’s brilliant and traditional craftwork such as metalsmithing, lacquering and dyeing.
The parade through town begins at noon of the day of the festival after all the floats
have gathered. Standing tall and bold, these Mikurumayama floats are the star of the
festival. The wheels creak under the weight of the parading floats, and the closer you
get, the more you are impressed by their presence. The Takaoka Mikurumayama Matsuri was listed as one of Unesco’s intangible cultural assets on December 1st, 2016.
This festival has been continued by locals for more than 400 years.
Schedule: Held annually on May 1

Compare the decorations of each borough
W h e r e : Ta k a o k a C i t y, To y a m a
Each of the town’s seven boroughs has their own Mikurumayama, which features a
P r e fe c t u r e
distinct decoration on top known as the Hokodome. The Hokodome each boast different shapes, depicting things like butterflies, bells called Gokorei—even roosters—
and along with the costumes of the pullers, bring a vibrant decorative side to the festival for viewers to enjoy comparing. The
Happi jackets worn as costumes, just like the Hokodome, also represent each borough with designs of dragons, wheels and red
snappers.
Feel the history through the sound of the wheels
You can’t miss the sound of wood cracking and screeching as the floats parade the town. This sound is made possible thanks
to the long enduring and dedicated watch and protection by the Takaoka locals. When the floats go around corners or make
U-turns, the sound can be heard even louder, accompanied by the calls and cheers of the participating men. Be taken back in
time by distinct sound of the wheels!

P h o to g r a p h s c o u r te s y O h! M a t s u r i , t h e
Tr a d i t i o n a l J a p a n e s e E v e n t C a l e n d a r.
w w w. o h m a t s u r i . c o m / e n
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Drink in the sunshine
at Tamari Bar
When Makoto Kimoto was searching for a spot for his high-end izakaya Tamari Bar, something about
the empty World of Beers at 500 E. Pine Street called out to him. The patio was in the perfect
place, the perfect size, oriented in the right direction. He kept picturing a bustling summer beer
garden there. In the end, that little patio was a key factor in prodding Kimoto to sign the lease.
Now that the sun is shining, and the weather is warmer, Tamari Bar’s beer garden is bustling just
as Kimoto envisioned. The terrace is a popular destination at 5, when it opens, and often stays
busy well after the sun has set. The space, on the corner of East Pine & Summit, is ideal for people
watching as folks make their way around the Cap Hill restaurants and bars.
Tamari Bar has prepared beer flights—several Japanese craft beer bottles served in a bucket of
ice—just for the patio. Instead of large draft beers that sometimes get warm before you finish them,
the beer bottles in a bucket of ice stay cold for as long as you need. The restaurant has also added
Japanese-style karaage fried chicken to its menu because the juicy chicken breast bathed in a spicy
coating of batter pairs well with cold beer.
If you’re not into beer, try an original drink like the Tokyo V.C., a lemon sour cocktail meant to refresh
and restore your vitamin C on hot summer days.
Kimoto comes from a part of Fukui Prefecture that has weather similar to Seattle’s. He knows how
much we treasure our limited days of sunshine. He also knows that even if it’s a little cold outside
and the sun is shining, we’ll still opt to sit outside. That’s why Tamari’s beer garden is equipped with
heaters to keep patrons warm. He plans to open the patio whenever the weather allows, even when
it’s chilly. And if the beer garden proves as possible as he envisioned, he’ll expand its operating hours
when the sun is out. Check out the restaurant’s Facebook page for more updates and specials.

Ta m a r i B a r
5 0 0 E . P i n e S t . , S e a t t l e 9 8 12 2
(on the corner of Pine & Summit)
(20 6) 979 - 880 0
w w w.t a m a r i b a r s e a t t l e . c o m
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Hours:
5 –11p m ( Tu e s –T h u r s , S u n )
5 p m –12 a m ( F r i – S a t )
Closed Mondays

DRIVE

1977 Nissan Silvia 1800 Type X
Back in the day, cars were designed by those who had a deep feel for the spirit of the times.
They were free from convention and unique. Today, computers play a significant role in the design
of cars. In order to achieve certain aerodynamic characteristics, cars have taken on a uniform look,
and size has been determined by safety concerns. Furthermore,
most manufacturers are going for a front that looks like a BBQ
WITH ITS GLAMOROUS CURVES
grill because that jibes with the tastes of a certain country with the
highest car sales. The flashier the grill, the better, the marketing
AND SLEEK INDENTATIONS, THE
department says.
The Silvia is a Japanese masterpiece, created in the days before
SILVIA EXUDES CHARACTER.
car design was stifled by concerns for economy and practicality. In
truth, the Silvia didn’t sell very well at the time of its release. The car was manufactured primarily
for export to North America.
With its glamorous curves and sleek indentations, the Silvia exudes character. The interior
is designed with the dashboard angled to embrace the driver, race-car style. A car with this level
of three-dimensional treatment in the control panel was a rare sight at the time. The car was
marketed in North America as a Datsun 200SX and achieved respectable sales. Paul Newman even
raced in this car.
The car shown in the photo is a rare gem that has been stored indoors, and with just over
10,000 kilometers on it. Its price tag: ¥2.35 million.
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FILM

SIFF brings
Japan cinema
to Seattle
One of the delights of living in Seattle and being a movie buff
is that SIFF, the Seattle International Film Festival, provides
excellent year-round programming. Though SIFF’s reach is
global, Japanese cinema has a strong presence in both the yearround programming (Ramen Heads, anyone?) and the annual
festival, which runs from May 17 through June 10. As we went
to press, SIFF still hadn’t unveiled its full lineup, but they whet
our appetite with a couple of teasers. Here’s a preview.
M AY 11 –13
This is just a warmup for the festival, but it’s a delightful one
that’s both family friendly and very trippy. Lu Over the Wall tells
the story of a little mermaid, or more accurately a ningyo girl, who
comes ashore to join a middle-school rock band. When Lu sings,
people start dancing whether they want to or not. Soon Lu and
Kai, a jaded but talented middle-schooler who plays keyboards
in the band, form a strong bond, and Kai finds he can tell Lu just
about anything. The only problem is that the townspeople have
long equated the ningyo girls with trouble and disaster. The plot
turns on whether people will listen to Kai as he tries to save Lu and
the town.
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Director Masaaki Yuasa was most recently in the news for
Devilman crybaby, which came out this year. Lu was a 2017 release.
Yuasa has worked as a director, writer, editor, storyboard artist and
animator. He cut his teeth on TV classics such as Chibi Marukochan and Crayon Shin-chan. You can take the whole family to this
one, and the adults will not be bored. It’s a fun ride.

SI FF FE AT UR ES
The Third Murder
D i r e c te d b y H i r o k a z u K o r e - e d a

This one is definitely not for the whole family. Kore-eda spins
a fascinating legal drama about a supposedly open-and-shut murder
case that gets deeper and darker with every strand of evidence.

Slow-cooked soup,
tender chashu
define Arashi
Arashi Ramen in Ballard, Southcenter and Edmonds takes its time with its broth. Their tonkotsu soup base is made with just premium pork bones
and water. It is cooked for 16 hours to perfect the taste
and texture. There probably isn’t a shop in Washington that is
more meticulous about the soup. Or one that takes as much time. After
all, the key to good ramen is a tasty soup.
But Arashi doesn’t overlook the toppings,
either. Its melt-in-your-mouth chashu
pork belly is very popular. So are
the Black Garlic Ramen, the Spicy
Miso and the Tantan Men.
The Black Garlic Ramen features that delicious chashu, and
their in-house black garlic oil,
which is made with a special recipe that brings out the garlic aroma
and delicious taste. Their Spicy Miso
Ramen is highly praised, with a marinated
version of the chashu and sweet corn, adding extra
sweetness and layers to the already tasty miso flavor. The Spicy Tantan Men, made with sesame paste, has the thickest, creamiest and
smoothest broth. All of them are satisfying and delicious.

The film won Japanese Academy Awards for best film, director,
supporting actor, supporting actress, screenplay and editing.
The Hollywood Reporter called it “a complex and engrossing
examination of truth.”
Kore-eda visited SIFF last year for the screening of After
the Storm. The Third Murder is a departure from the family
dramas Koreeda usually tells because of its violence and
courtroom setting , but in many ways, the hallmarks of the
thoughtful director come through. Even the violence, as the
Irish Times noted in its review, is “killing as Yasujiro Ozu or
Mikio Naruse might have had it.”
Kore-eda endeared himself to many during his stay in
Seattle last year by speaking at the University of Washington,
posing for countless photos and even joining a film class. Expect
viewings of The Third Murder to be packed; get your tickets
early.

Hours at each restaurant vary, so make sure to check the website.
Arashi Ramen
Tu k w i l a: 17 0 4 5 S o u t h c e n te r P a r k w a y
P h o n e: ( 2 5 3 ) 2 2 0 - 8 7 2 2
Ballard: 5 4 01 20 th Avenue N W
P h o n e: ( 2 0 6 ) 4 9 2 -7 9 3 3
E d m o n d s: 2 2 511 H i g hw a y 9 9 # 10 5
P h o n e: ( 4 2 5 ) 8 3 5 - 0 0 6 8
w w w. a r a s h i r a m e n . c o m

M i c h e l i n S t a r s : Ta l e s f r o m t h e K i t c h e n

Granted, this is not a Japan film, but chefs from Japan will
be featured in this documentary about what it really means
when a restaurant gets a Michelin star.
If you’re into movies about food, this year SIFF will
feature films on beer, Cuban cuisine, a pub tour with a Bavarian
bartender, and Scotch whiskey. Actually, that’s more about drink
than food, isn’t it? Must be time for happy hour.
Advertising Partner Feature
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Learning manners
during lunchtime
Ever yone looks for ward to lunchtime. At
Japanese elementary schools, lunch is full of variety,
from fish to curry rice to hamburgers. Meals are
nutritionally balanced. And students take turns
serving lunch to their classmates. They’ll change
into the proper uniform and deliver lunch to the
other students. This is how Japanese children first
learn about hospitality.
Sometimes the ser vers may sneak a little
extra for their buddies. And when there are lots of
leftovers, they’ll share with everyone. At the end
of the meal, everyone bows to those who were on
duty that day.
While enjoying lunch, these students are also
learning their manners. What do you think about
Japan’s school lunches?

CUSTOMS

STUDENTS TAKE TURNS SERVING
LUNCH TO THEIR CLASSMATES. THIS
IS HOW JAPANESE CHILDREN FIRST
LEARN ABOUT HOSPITALITY.

STEM Summer School Keeps Kids Sharp
We parents all know how long summer break can be. The kids are home for
nearly three months! That’s why, as the weather turns warmer in spring,
parents are often frantically searching for suitable summer camps before
they all fill up.
Bellevue Children’s Academy offers the perfect solution: STEM Summer
School with creative weeklong courses that are not only fun, but educational. These camps are geared toward students in Pre-K through 5th grade.
From mid-June to mid-August, each week has a theme, such as “Burst into
Space,” “Save the Planet” or “Chemistry Wizards.” The day is structured so that children focus on core English and math skills in the morning,
then get involved in hands-on project-based science and social studies activities for the rest of the day.
What’s more, the camps are taught by BCA teachers, not part-time camp
counsellors. Students get a guided, educational experience that will spark
their love of learning and get them ready for the coming school year.
The camp day runs from 9am to 3:15pm, but extended care is available, if
needed.
To find out more and to register, go to www.bcacademy.com. Early
bird discount rates apply until May 15th. Keep your kids sharp this
summer with a STEM Summer School session at Bellevue Children’s
Academy. And, if your children are in middle school, check out the
summer programs at Willows Preparatory School at WillowsPrep.com

B e l l e v u e C h i l d r e n ’s A c a d e m y
14 6 4 0 N E 2 4 t h S t .
B e l l e v u e , W A 9 8 0 0 7
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P h o n e: 4 2 5 . 6 4 9 . 0 7 9 1
b c a c a d e m y @ b c a c a d e m y. c o m
w w w. b c a c a d e m y. c o m

Photo by Tero Patana

Japan Fair: Building community together
Japan Fair is a two-day celebration of Japanese culture in the Pacific
Northwest. But it’s also much more than that. It’s an effort to build a cohesive
and lasting community among Japanese, Japanese Americans and anyone of
goodwill who understands how important strong communities are.
For years, Aki Matsuri was the big Japan-related event on the Eastside. But
after nearly two decades of tireless volunteering, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brooke
decided to retire. That’s when Japan Fair stepped in to try to keep the spirit of
community building alive.
Japan Fair is in its third year. This year’s celebration will be held at the Meydenbauer Center on July 7-8. It’s a family friendly event that celebrates all
aspects of Japanese and Japanese-American culture. There is room for everyone. If you have a business or a hobby related to Japan, consider getting a
booth at the fair to meet like-minded people.
The success of the event depends largely on the largesse of our community.
To make a donation, volunteer your time or figure out other ways to
get involved, please visit our website. And please spread the word about our
efforts. We appreciate your support and look forward to welcoming you into
our growing community.

Japan Fair 2018
Meydenbauer Center
Bellevue, WA
July 7–8, 2018
DONATE TO SUPPORT
THIS YEAR’S FESTIVAL:
www.gofundme.com/japan-fair-2018

www.japanfairus.org
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BRINGS STAFF, DINERS CLOSER TOGETHER
The new Junkichi robatayaki izakaya in Seattle’s Capitol Hill
employs a friendly little robot who recognizes guests, asks if you
want another drink when your glass is empty, coordinates with the
waitstaff and converses with you and your guests through an app
you can download to your phone.
The little guy’s name is SOTA. It sits atop tables and readily
recommends things from the menu. It also explains the robatayakistyle of cooking with binchotan charcoal.
A camera in SOTA’s head connects images to Microsoft Azure’s
FaceAPI service to allow the robot to recognize faces. Because it
can remember faces, SOTA can adapt to repeat customers. If you
ordered a Sapporo and some grilled chicken last time, for example,
SOTA will remember and recommend the same or something similar.
Customers can use the Junkichi smartphone app to make
SOTA speak. SOTA has prepared lines it delivers, but it can be
told to say all sorts of things via Microsoft Azure’s Text to Speech
service, meaning SOTA can have guided conversations with your
table in real time. This also means you can have some fun with
SOTA, making it say anything you want. During a recent night
at Junkichi, SOTA could be heard telling people they were cute,
recommending books to read and getting a little saucy.
SOTA is already a fixture at a Japanese izakaya restaurant and
has been featured in the media. The restaurant using SOTA says
it gets special requests to reserve tables with the AI robot. The
restaurant also reported a 10% jump in sales after putting the robot
to work. Maybe SOTA should ask for a raise?
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Traditional Japanese Art
–––––––

Handcrafted Urushi Lacquerware

E XC L U S I V E U . S . D I S T R I B U T O R O F WO R L D - R E N OW N E D YA M A DA H E I A N D O L AC Q U E RWA R E

–––––––
www.heiandoamerica.com
usa@heiando.com

OO
WAH
JEE
MAH
YAH
As unique as our name.
The best place to
discover a new delight.

®

S E AT T L E | BE L L E VUE | RE N TON | BEAV ERTO N, OR | U WA J IM AYA.C OM

Carp Steamer

CRAFT KIT

We take our name Origami from the favorite pastime of many Japanese, young and old. The
attention, precision, and fine materials involved epitomize kodawari. Each month the magazine
will have a papercraft on the back page for you to enjoy. Send us photos of your finished product by tagging them #origamimagazine on social media or by emailing origami@pikejapan.com.
CRAFT KIT

INSTRUCTIONS AND CUTTING/FOLDING GUIDES ARE ON THE REVERSE OF THE PAGE
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MODERN JAPANESE
CUISINE WITH A
LATIN FLAIR

1400 1ST AVE SEATTLE
500 BELLEVUE WAY NE
SUITE 130 BELLEVUE

HAPPY HOURS DAILY

BOX OFFICE OPENS MAY 3

SPECIAL ADVANCE ACCESS TO SIFF MEMBERS MAY 2 SIFF.NET/FESTIVAL2018

